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Abstract—Inadequate curriculum for software engineering is considered to be one of the most common software risks. A number of solutions, on improving Software Engineering Education (SEE) have been reported in literature but there is a need to collectively present these solutions at one place. We have performed a mapping study to present a broad view of literature; published on improving the current state of SEE. Our aim is to give academicians, practitioners and researchers an international view of the current state of SEE. Our study has identified 70 primary studies that met our selection criteria, which we further classified and categorized in a well-defined Software Engineering educational framework. We found that the most researched category within the SE educational framework is Innovative Teaching Methods whereas the least amount of research was found in Student Learning and Assessment category. Our future work is to conduct a Systematic Literature Review on SEE.


I. INTRODUCTION

SOFTWARE Engineering (SE) is an evolving field therefore; SE education must prepare its students for constant learning, to enable them to move beyond today’s technology and to meet the challenges of the future [1]. To this end, there is a general consensus that the Software Engineering Education (SEE) in 21st century needs to move forward from lecture format to other varieties of learning and teaching approaches [1].

Inadequate curriculum for software engineering is considered to be one of the most common software risks [2]. To engineer the complex and critical software systems, the industry requires those software engineers who possess appropriate skills, knowledge, and expertise [3]. Although, the increasing demand of software professionals in government and business sector has increased pressure on academic institutes to produce greater number of competent software developers [4], still there is a considerable gap between the topics taught to students in university courses and the skills and practical knowledge required by the industry [5]. Due to this gap, companies have to provide an extra training to fresh graduates before assigning actual jobs to them [6]. Therefore, the aim of SEE should be to prepare its students, i.e. future software engineers, for different roles, and should instill a stronger engineering attitude in them [7].

The aim of this study is to give an international view of the current state of SEE, to academicians, practitioners and researchers, by identifying the latest advancements taken place to improve the state of SEE. For this purpose, we have conducted a mapping study (defined in Section II) on SEE. The objective of conducting this study was also to check the feasibility of conducting SLR [8] on SEE, which is our current ongoing project.

Our mapping study has addressed the following three research questions. RQ1: What has been researched with regard to the education of software engineering? RQ2: Which Conferences/Journals included the above research? RQ3: Which country is leading SE educational Research?

We have mapped our primary studies on a well-defined SE educational framework [4]. Our results show that Innovative Teaching Methods (ITM) are being utilized more to improve the state of SE education [4]. But the category; Student Learning and Assessment (SL&A) was researched, the least.

The remainder of the paper is organized in the following way: Background of our study is explained in Section II. Section III describes the process of how we conducted our mapping study, including the protocol of our research, selection procedure of primary studies and analysis, classification of these primary studies. Discussion on our study results is given in given Section IV. Study Limitation and Threats to Validity are identified in Section V. Conclusion and Future Work are given in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND

Either theoretically or practically, teaching Software Engineering is not an easy job [9]. The research on SEE has reported a number of SE educational problems, such as: difficulties faced in learning distributed software development [10], [11], ignoring work cultural issues in SE courses [12], limited practice of using peer reviews in software design projects [13], ignoring the issue of formal methods in SE teaching [14], highlighting the fact that only classroom learning model is an ineffective approach towards SE teaching [15]. Thus, SEE needs to be more realistic and learner-centered [16].

Nevertheless, research has also showed that significant amount of work has been done to improve SEE. Some of those innovations are: developing a Master’s program on Software Management including the aspect of business of software [17], adoption of coaching as a major teaching model [18], improving advanced software development projects with the help of LEJOS and Mindstorms [19], enhancing the
software testing teaching by using Metaphoric Testing (MT); an end-user methodology [20], interaction of students with real clients in software practicum course [21], proposal of a framework for Contextualised Software Engineering Education (CSE2) [22].

To identify the extent of these evidences, we have conducted a mapping study on SEE, as Mapping Study outlines the extent of the research area based on the specific research question(s) [23]. It is also referred to as a Scoping Study [8] and is a predecessor of a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) [23]. Mapping study represents the evidence at the higher level of granularity to identify evidence clusters and evidence deserts [8]. The evidence cluster sets paths for future SLRs whereas evidence deserts identify the need for more research on that particular area [8]. Therefore, we have conducted this mapping study to check if there exists an evidence cluster for SLR on SEE.

III. A SYSTEMATIC MAPPING STUDY PROCESS

We followed the mapping study process using the template protocol given on the Evidence-Based Software Engineering (EBSE) website [24] and from Kitchenham’s guidelines [8]. Based on these sources, our mapping study process contained the following three stages: (1) Defining Scope, Search Strategy and Selection Criteria; (2) Selecting Primary Studies; and (3) Analysis, Classification and Map building.

A. Step1: Defining Scope, Search Strategy and Selection Criteria

To obtain success in a systematic mapping study, we need to plan it properly [25]. Therefore, in this section, we have defined the scope, search strategy and the selection criteria of our study. The scope of our study is to investigate the latest techniques, technologies and methodologies proposed/adopted or implemented in Software Engineering Education. Keeping in mind the scope of our study, we went through an iterative process before finalizing our search strategy and selection criteria. Based on the suggestions of our experts (see Acknowledgment Section) and on the experience we gained in our pilot study, we developed the following search strategy for our mapping study. One anonymous expert suggested not to use complex Boolean terms and proposed to use the following search string in our study:

‘Software Engineering Education’

Because according to her, this search string would itself yield a large number of false positives, which we found true after executing this search string. She also advised us to keep our search process in a manageable amount of time. Therefore, initially, we searched the relevant literature on only two sources; which were ACM digital Library (DL) and IEEE Xplore. Expectedly, we identified a substantial amount of primary studies from these two sources and thus, did not proceed to other sources (See Table I). To collect the evidence relevant to our research questions, we used the following inclusion criteria. (1) The research papers related to improve SE education published between January 2010 and October 2010. (2) The paper’s abstract must explicitly mention research on software engineering education, and the Title, Abstract, Introduction or Keywords must contain one of the following words: Software Engineering, Software Engineers, or Software Engineering Education. Our exclusion criteria excluded those papers that mentioned SE education but their context was contrary to the scope of our study.

During our pilot study, we found that a significant amount of research has been conducted on SEE, that is why, in this study, we have included only those research papers, which were published in the time span of January 2010-October 2010, in order to give the latest innovations in SE educational research.

B. Step 2: Selecting Primary Studies

We searched our databases; IEEE Xplore and ACM Digital Library (DL) with our search string: “Software Engineering Education” and found a total of 1,589 papers (See Table I). While searching IEEE Xplore, we further refined our search by setting publication year as 2010 and manually selecting Journal or conference proceedings option. While searching ACM DL, we made three automated refinements by limiting our search to:

The ACM Guide to Computing Literature
Publication year as 2010
Journal or proceedings publications

In addition to the above refinements, we also manually checked the dates of all relevant primary studies (of both IEEE Xplore and ACM DL) to include only those studies which were published till 31st October, 2010 (as we started our search process on 1st November and it took a couple of days to complete it). On the basis of our inclusion/exclusion criteria, we read the title, abstract and set of keywords of all 1,589 papers and initially selected 77 primary studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NUMBER OF PRIMARY STUDIES, SOURCE-WISE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Databases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE Xplore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM DL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to select relevant primary studies, we critically read the abstracts of all 77 primary studies in depth, where necessary or desired, sections of introduction and conclusion were also read. As a result of this step, we extracted the final 70 relevant primary studies for our mapping study (See Table I). The rest of 7 studies were rejected as those studies did not report on how to improve SEE.

Initially, we found more papers in ACM DL (838/1589 or 52.7%) but eventually IEEE Xplore yielded the most relevant (51/70 or 72.8%) papers. (See Table I). We used EndNote [26]; a bibliographic management software, to effectively...
manage the references of our primary studies. We developed our data extraction form in a word document.

A. Step 3: Analysis, Classification and Map Building

The purpose of this step is to build systematic maps; maps which will depict the evidence clusters and evidence deserts. But to accomplish this, we first need to analyze and classify our primary studies. Thus, further in this section, we will answer our three research questions:

**RQ1**: What has been researched with regard to the education of software engineering?

This question aims to identify the recent trends in research to improve the SE education. To this end, first we analyzed all our relevant primary studies, so that we could develop a set of categories for our primary studies. The definition of categories, also called as categorization, begins with abstract reading, and sections of introduction and conclusion can also be read, where necessary or desired [25]. After that, Keywords and perception related to the contribution of each primary study is identified [27]. A set of keywords from different papers were combined together to develop a high level understanding about the nature and contribution of the research. When a final set of keywords were chosen, they can be clustered and used to form the categories for the map.

During category identification, we had two choices; either to find a relevant Software Engineering Educational framework from the literature or to make one from our own in accordance with our primary studies. We found only one Framework intended for SE educational research; given in the book “Software Engineering: Effective Teaching and Learning Approaches and Practices” written by Ellis et al [4]. This SE educational framework [4] contains six categories. They are:

- **Innovative Teaching Methods**: Research based on the varieties of teaching methods; which are innovative in their own way. The goal behind innovation should be to improve student’s skill set and to enhance their abstract thinking, awareness and learning.
- **Curriculum and Education Management (C&EM)**: Research based on how a new or revised curriculum has been developed/implemented according to the current needs of SE field. It also includes research based on how other educational management issues have been addressed or improved.
- **Educational Technology (ET)**: Research based on how e-learning technologies are improving the education of SE.
- **Professional Practice (PP)**: Research based on how to polish the professional and ethical values of students via SE courses/curriculum.
- **Project-Based Software Engineering (PB-SE)**: Research based on how to refine student’s learning by giving them the opportunity of practically applying their knowledge in project-based software engineering courses; including capstone projects.
- **Student Learning and Assessment**: Research based on how learning and teaching theories can improve student’s learning.

Expectedly this framework [4] covered all the categories of our primary studies, adequately. Thus, we have categorized our primary studies according to the framework provided by Ellis et al, as shown in Fig. 1. This framework has also been used in some other contributions [28]-[31] SE educational research.

**RQ2**: Which Conferences/Journals are leading the above research?

This question aims towards identifying those conferences and journals in which our primary studies have been published. After collecting the conference and journal information of all primary studies, we found that our primary studies appeared in 28 conference proceedings and only in 1
journal. ‘IEEE Transactions on Education’ was the only journal, in which we found 4 primary studies. Our rest of 66 primary studies appeared in 28 different conference proceedings. Fig. 2 shows our 11 top publication channels: CSEET, ICSE, ICETC, IEEE Trans. Educ, EDUCON, ICEIT, SIGCSE, TEE, ICCSE, SPLASH and WCCCE. The rest of 18 conferences (not shown in Fig. 2) had one publication, each. The names of those conferences are: ACHI, ASWEC, CIT, ICBECS, ICCRD, ICCSNA, ICETC, ICEE, ICENT, ICER, ICIS, ITIHET, ITiCSE, ITNG, OOPSLA, SEDM, SIGITE, and SoutheastCon.

RQ3: Which countries are leading the SE educational Research?

This question aims towards identifying those countries which are leading the SE educational research. For this purpose, we categorized our primary studies by author’s country of institution, where we found a total of 23 participating countries, in total. We found that many papers had multiple authors, which is a norm in most of fields, including software engineering. But the interesting thing was that many times those multiple authors belonged from different institutes, sometimes from different countries and even sometimes from different continents. To effectively synthesize the variant nature of these results, we distributed the contribution of countries as an Individual or Collaborative contribution, as shown in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3 Software Engineering Educational Map 3: Top countries leading SE Educational Research](image)

Fig. 3 shows USA and China are leading the SE educational research. Australia, Canada, Germany, Malaysia and UK have also contributed significantly. The countries with minimum but more than one publication are: Brazil, Israel, Pakistan and Sweden. The 12 countries, having a single publication, not shown in Fig. 3, contributed individually or collaboratively. The names of countries with a single-individual publication are: Iran, Ireland, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Namibia, Serbia, Spain and Switzerland and the names of the countries with a single-collaborative publication are: Croatia, India and Turkey.

IV. DISCUSSION

Our discussion is split into three sections: the first section of our discussion will relate the 4-tier taxonomy of software exporting nations [32] with the results, we obtained in RQ3. The second section shows the relationship between our primary studies and reference curriculums [1], [33], [34]. The third section discusses the results we obtained after answering all our research questions.

A. Comparison of data identified in RQ3 with Carmel’s 4-tier taxonomy [32]

IT industry is the main consumer of software engineering graduates; thus, it must have a positive attitude towards education and should cooperate with academia [35]. On the other hand, Higher Education must involve IT industry while the curriculum development and policy making [35]. It is because active participation of industry plays an important role in the success of a software engineering program [1]. Therefore, in this section, we have compared the 4-tier taxonomy of the world’s software exporting nations [32], shown in Table II, with the data we identified in RQ3. Carmel [32] published this 4-tier taxonomy in 2003, but to the best of our knowledge, no new or updated taxonomy on the software exporting nations is available in literature. Carmel’s taxonomy has also been referred in [36], [37].

Carmel has stated in [32] that he did not include some of the nation’s names due to lack of data availability. As a consequence, out of our 23 participating countries, 5 countries have not been mentioned by Carmel [32].

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Nations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tier 1</td>
<td>Major software exporting nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mostly OECD nations such as: USA, Canada, UK, Germany, France, Belgium, Netherlands, Sweden, Finland, Japan, Switzerland, Australia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Includes entrants from the 1990s: Ireland, Israel and India.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier 2</td>
<td>Transition Software exporting nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Only Russia and China.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier 3</td>
<td>Emerging Software exporting nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brazil, Costa Rica, Mexico, Philippines, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Korea, Pakistan, Romania, Bulgaria, Ukraine, Poland, Czech Republic, Hungary , others *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Others include countries that are not explicitly listed in the taxonomy, such as Australia, Canada, UK, Germany, France, Belgium, Netherlands, Sweden, Finland, Japan, Switzerland.
Exporting Nations to start their efforts on improving their education, researchers and practitioners of Emerging Software Exporting nations (tier 3), Infant Stage Software Exporting nations (tier 4) and Non-Competing Software Exporting nations include many of the least developed nations. These include most African nations (e.g., Gambia, Nigeria, and Mozambique) and many of the least developed nations in America (e.g., Bolivia, Paraguay) and Asia (e.g., Syria, Afghanistan, Laos).

Those countries are: Spain, Namibia, Serbia, Slovak Republic and Turkey. As all of these mentioned countries participated in our study, with a single publication, each, hence, we considered it as a minor deviation, and continued our discussion based on Carmel’s taxonomy. We compared our rest of the 18 participating countries, as specified in Section III, with the countries mentioned in Table II. Separately, from each tier, we counted the number of countries which participated in our SE education research and showed its result in Table III, given below.

Table III shows that the countries of high level tiers are not only the leading Software Exporting Nations [32] but are also the nations which are leading in the SE educational Research. Countries like USA, Australia, Canada, etc. although being in Tier 1 are still improving their SE education. As the stability of the ‘Software Exporting Nations’ comes down, so does their contribution, regarding SE educational research is reduced (See Table III).

No doubt there are a couple of nations being in tier 1 or tier 2, as shown in Table II; like India, Belgium, Russia etc., but they have a minimum or no publication at all, as discussed previously, in section III. That is why, we did not claim that there lies a co-relation between Carmel’s 4-tier taxonomy [32], shown in Table II and in our 23 participating countries. But the reason why we did this comparison, was to motivate the educationists, researchers and practitioners of Emerging Software Exporting nations (tier 3), Infant Stage Software Exporting Nations (tier 4) and Non-Competing Software Exporting Nations to start their efforts on improving their current state of SE education in order to become a ‘Major Software Exporting Nations’, like USA, Australia etc.

### TABLE III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier #</th>
<th>Number of publications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tier 1</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier 2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier 3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier 4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Competing</td>
<td>Nil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we collected literature on software engineering education, so we found it relevant to draw a relationship between our primary studies and SE 2004 (Software Engineering Curriculum Guidelines for Undergraduate, 2004) [1], GSwERC (Graduate Software Engineering Reference Curriculum) [33] and SWEBOK (Software Engineering Body of Knowledge) [34], in order to find relevance of our primary studies with both education and practice. Thus, for education, we used SE 2004 [1] and GSwERC [33] and for practice, we used SWEBOK [34], as our baselines. SE 2004 [1] and GSwERC [33] are curriculum guidelines for undergraduate and graduate degree programs, respectively, whereas SWEBOK [34] identifies a set of body of knowledge for a software engineer professional who has at least five years of experience in the SE field. The same kind of mapping of primary studies on SE2004 [1] and SWEBOK [34] can also be found in the studies of Kitchenham et al [38] and Silva et al [39].

Before mapping our primary studies on reference curriculums [1], [33], [34], we first distributed our primary studies with respect to the degree programs, as shown in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 4 Distribution of Primary Studies; Degree Program wise](image)

Sometimes, it was explicitly mentioned in the study that the study is meant for undergraduate or graduate or for both levels. For example, in study like [14] it was stated that it is for undergraduate program or like the study [40] declared that it was for both undergraduate and graduate programs. Therefore, we classified our primary studies likewise. Otherwise, if the study did not mention for which degree it was meant for, we classified those studies under undergraduate, graduate or to both levels, by understanding the context of paper. It is shown in Fig. 4 that those primary studies which aimed towards both undergraduate and graduate curricula, together, have been found most in this study.

While mapping primary studies to reference curriculums [1], [33], [34], we found it difficult to map some of our primary studies on SE2004 [1], GSwERC [33] and SWEBOK.
Therefore, we consulted Fabio Q.B. da Silva; the author of “Six years of systematic literature reviews in software engineering: An updated tertiary study” [39] in order to take help in mapping those studies. In a direct correspondence with Silva [39], we came to know that sometimes it might be a possibility that some research topics or areas cannot be mapped to SE2004 [1] or SWEBOK [34]. In our experience, we also found it right for GSwERC [33].

The primary studies aimed at undergraduate curricula were mapped on SE2004 [1]. So, out of total of 70 primary studies, 51 primary studies were in the scope of SE2004 [1], as shown in Fig. 5. The rest of 19 studies were out of the scope of SE2004 [1] because either the studies were not written for Undergraduate Curricula (in case of studies for graduate curricula etc.) such as [11], [17] or the studies were intended to facilitate the instructors e.g. [41], [42]. We also found two studies which were written for an undergraduate SE degree program, on the topics of “Service Engineering and Management’ [43] and “Computer Vision for robotic telemedicine cluster system” [44], but no Knowledge Areas (KAs) of SE2004 [1] matched these topics. Again these studies could not be mapped to SE2004 [1].

Further, we mapped the primary studies written for graduate curricula on GSwERC [33]. Out of 70 primary studies, 38 primary studies were in the scope of GSwERC [33], as shown below in Fig. 6. The rest 32 primary studies were out of the scope of GSwERC [33] because those primary studies were not written for graduate curricula (in case of studies for undergraduate curricula etc.) or the papers were written to facilitate the instructors while teaching SE, e.g. [50], [51].

By looking at individual SE2004 [1] KAs in Fig. 5, that much of the studies fall under SW MGT KA, which is comprised of 7 publications. This is because a considerable amount of work has been done to improve student’s projects; both capstone and course projects such as [15], [49]. Then a little work has also been done on other KAs of SE2004 [1] as shown in Fig. 5, except for ‘Computing Essentials’, ‘Software Evolution’ and ‘Mathematical and Engineering Fundamentals’. There is a possibility that a little work might have been done on these KAs, in the papers covering all knowledge areas of SE2004 [1], however, no paper was explicitly based on these KAs. Therefore, we have identified them as the most neglected KA’s of SE2004 [1] in SE educational research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronyms</th>
<th>Meanings</th>
<th>Acronyms</th>
<th>Meanings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All KAs</td>
<td>Covering all Areas of SE2004 [1]</td>
<td>PRO</td>
<td>Software Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGT</td>
<td>Software Management</td>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>System and Application Specialties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRF</td>
<td>Professional Practice</td>
<td>MAA</td>
<td>Software Modeling and Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAV</td>
<td>Software Verification and Validation</td>
<td>CMP</td>
<td>Computing Essentials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DES</td>
<td>Software Design</td>
<td>EVO</td>
<td>Software Evolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUA</td>
<td>Software Quality</td>
<td>FND</td>
<td>Mathematical and Engineering Fundamentals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further, the meanings of acronyms used in Table V. As in the case of SE2004 [1] Fig. 6 also shows that collectively, all KAs of GSwERC [33] have been covered more as compared to individual KA’s of GSwERC. It is because of the same reasons mentioned above i.e. due to focus on curriculum revision for example [22], [52] or studies applying various learning approaches such as [18], [53] for teaching SE. By looking at individual GSwERC KAs, we see much work on SW ENG MGT (KA I) same as we saw in SE2004, which is comprised of 9 publications. The work done on KA I is based on various themes such as on Distributed Software Development (DSD) [10], [11], teaching leadership [54], Software Management Master’s Program [17]. However, a little work has also been done on other KAs of
GSwERC except for ‘Software Construction’, ‘Software Maintenance’, ‘Configuration Management’ and ‘Software Engineering Process’. There is a possibility that a little work might have been done on these KAs, in the papers covering all knowledge areas of GSwERC but specifically, no paper was based on these KAs. Therefore, we have identified them as the most neglected KA’s of GSwERC in SE educational research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table V</th>
<th>ACRONYMS OF GSWERC KNOWLEDGE AREAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acronyms</td>
<td>meanings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All KAs</td>
<td>Covering all Knowledge Areas of GSwERC[33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KA I</td>
<td>Software Engineering Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KA F</td>
<td>Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KA D</td>
<td>Software Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KA A</td>
<td>Ethics and Professional Conduct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KA B</td>
<td>System Engineering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lastly, we mapped all the primary studies on SWEBOK [34], irrespective of the degree programs. It is shown in Fig. 7 that out of 70 primary studies, 57 primary studies covered the knowledge areas of SWEBOK. The rest 13 primary studies did not cover the KAs of SWEBOK because those primary studies were out of the scope of SWEBOK in concepts like Professional Practice [12] or in topic like ‘Service Engineering and Management’ [43], or the papers that were written to facilitate the instructors while teaching SE such as [41], [51].

The acronyms used in Fig. 7 are explained in Table VI. As shown in Fig. 7 a large number of primary studies have collectively covered the all KAs of SWEBOK. This is similar to the case when we mapped the primary studies on SE2004 and GSwERC, as discussed above. We observed a considerable amount of work (f=14) on SW ENG MGT (KA G). All such primary studies were related to develop software engineering management skills in students through various types of projects such as [9], [21]. Furthermore, we see a little bit work on other KAs of SWEBOK [34] except in; ‘Software Construction’, ‘Software Maintenance’ and ‘Software Configuration Management’. There is a possibility that a little work might have been done on these KAs, in the papers covering all knowledge areas of SWEBOK [34] but specifically, no paper was based on these KAs. Therefore, we have identified them as the most neglected KA’s of SWEBOK [34] in SE educational research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table VI</th>
<th>ACRONYMS OF SWEBOK KNOWLEDGE AREAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acronyms</td>
<td>meanings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All KAs</td>
<td>Covering all Knowledge Areas of SWEBOK[34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KA G</td>
<td>Software Engineering Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KA B</td>
<td>Software Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KA I</td>
<td>Software Engineering Tools and Methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KA J</td>
<td>Software Quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KA D</td>
<td>Software Testing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After trying to map all our primary studies on SE2004 [1], GSwERC [33] or SWEBOK [34], we concluded that there lies a gap between the Knowledge Areas of reference curriculum; SE2004 [1], GSwERC [33] and SWEBOK [34], and the research done on Software Engineering education. So, the results of our mapping study may be used for the possible revision in the knowledge areas of SE2004 [1], GSwERC [33] and SWEBOK [34].

A. Analysis of Data Gathered in Research Questions

Our first SE educational map, as depicted in Fig. 1, shows the categorization of our primary studies, according to the framework provided by Ellis et al [4]. It is shown in Fig. 1 that an extensive amount of research has been done on ITM (f=22). One reason of it might be the result of researchers following the curriculum guideline of ACM/IEEE-CS SE2004 [1], which suggested that SE education should consider other variety of teaching and learning approaches instead of relying only on lecture-based format. As SE is an evolving field, so there is a chance that courses or curriculum become obsolete over the time, therefore instructors and institutions must
regularly update their curriculum [1]. It was encouraging to note that a significant number of primary studies aimed to improve C&EM (f=16).

The task force of computing curricula 2001 [55] believes that apart from traditional lecture-oriented format, other styles in teaching such as educational technology should also be considered. A considerable amount of our primary studies focused on how to improve SE education, by using ET (f=14), as shown in Fig. 1 within a typical software development environment, Professional Practice is the understanding and positive reception of the importance of negotiation, a positive communication with stakeholders and is the attitude of effective leadership and work habits [1]. In order to make SE realistic, emphasis should be given on realistic project activities [16]. Despite of this importance of PP (f=9) and PBSE (f=8), comparatively, we found a small number of contributions in these two categories. The category with a minimal research is ‘Student Learning an Assessment’. Our second SE educational map, depicted in Fig. 2, shows the names of those publication channels, which contributed more in SE Educational research. It is shown in Fig. 2 that CSEET was the most dominating forum in publishing the SE educational research. After that, ICSE, ICETC and IEEE Trans.Educ published a fair amount of research. ICEIT, SIGCSE, TEE, ICCSE, SPLASH and WCCCE also had their contribution by having thrice or twice publications on SE education.

Our third SE educational map, depicted in Fig. 3, shows that out of 23 participating countries, 11 countries participated more in SE Educational research. The rest 12 countries contributed with a single paper, each. It is depicted in Fig. 3, that USA and China are leading the SE educational research. The more detail on these participating countries is discussed above in section III.

V. STUDY LIMITATION AND THREATS TO VALIDITY

The main limitation of our study is the biasness in the selection of relevant literature based on our search strategy. This also includes the time period, we selected for this study. We may have missed some relevant studies but our rigorous search strategy should have accumulated a reasonable sample. Besides these limitations the outcome of the study proved useful for assessing the feasibility of a complete SLR on SEE.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have performed a mapping study to present a broad view of current advancements taken place to improve Software Engineering education. The objective of conducting this study is also to check the feasibility of conducting SLR on SEE. Based on the suggestions of our experts and on the experience we gained in our pilot study, we developed the search strategy for our mapping study. Out of 1589 studies, we found a total of 70 relevant studies. These 70 primary studies were used as basis to analyze and classify the SE educational research. We classified our primary studies in terms of an SE educational framework, the top publication channels and the top countries which are leading the SE educational research. With respect to SE educational framework, an extensive amount of research has been done on ‘Innovative Teaching Methods’ and ‘Curriculum and Education Management’, indicating the focus of researchers to break the impasse in the current SEE practices. A considerable amount of work has been done on ‘Educational Technology’, ‘Professional Practice’ and ‘Project-based Software Engineering’ but a minimal research was found in the category; ‘Student Learning and Assessment’.

CSEET was the top publication channel in SE educational research. Out of total of 28 conferences and 1 Journal, we found a fair amount of research in ICSE, ICETC and IEEE Trans.Educ. We also noticed that USA and China are leading the SE educational research, out of 23 participating countries, in total.

We further mapped our primary studies on three reference curriculums; SE2004, GSwERC and SWEBOK. We found that current knowledge areas of these reference curriculums are not covering the diverse aspects of SE educational research. Hence, the results of our mapping study may be used for the possible revision in the knowledge areas of SE2004, GSwERC and SWEBOK. We also mapped our primary studies on the ‘4-tier taxonomy of software exporting nations, where we found that mostly the top software exporting nations were leading the SE educational research. We highlight this point in order to motivate the educationists, researchers and practitioners of Emerging, Infant stage and Non-Competing Software Exporting nations to improve their SE education also.

The facts and figures provided in our study will help: Academicians: To gain an understanding of proposed and/or proven practices in software engineering education that could be employed at their own institutions. This will help them in refining and defining their curriculums.

Practitioners: To get benefit from an understanding of the synergies between educational practices and real-world software development. This, in turn, will help Practitioners to guide/suggest academy with further improvements in curriculum in order to produce better software engineers.

Researchers: To get the new research topics for their future research.

Our mapping study can be reproduced with other Point of Views, Research Questions and other limitations, stated above. This mapping study has served as a pilot study for our SLR on SE education (in process), in order to deeply analyze the latest innovations taken place to improve SE education. We end our discussion on mapping study with a hope that those educational institutes who have not started revising their curriculum for betterment may start it from now, in order to produce better software engineers for tomorrow.

APPENDIX A. STUDIES INCLUDED IN THE REVIEW
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